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ABSTRACT
Object oriented techniques make applications substantially easier to build by providing a high-level platform for application development. There have been a large number of projects based on the Distributed Object Oriented approach for
solving complex problems in various scientific fields. One important aspect of Distributed Object Oriented systems is
the efficient distribution of software classes among different processors. The initial design of the Distributed Object
Oriented application does not necessarily have the best class distribution and may require to be restructured. In this
paper, we propose a methodology for efficiently restructuring the Distributed Object Oriented software systems to get
better performance. We use Distributed Object-Oriented performance (DOOP) model as guidance for our restructuring
methodology. The proposed methodology consists of two phases. The first phase introduces a recursive graph clustering
technique to partition the OO system into subsystems with low coupling. The second phase is concerned with mapping
the generated partitions to the set of available machines in the target distributed architecture.
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1. Introduction
The software restructuring techniques present solutions
for the hardware/software mismatch problem in which
the software structure does not match the available
hardware organization [1,2,3,4]. There are two approaches to solve such a problem; either to configure the
hardware to match the software components (hardware
reconfiguration), and/or to reconfigure the software
structure to match the available hardware by reorganizing its components (software restructuring). The first
approach is impractical especially in complex programs
containing many interacting modules (or subtasks). The
second approach is more practical especially in computing environments that contain large number of users. It
provides an optimal way to use the available system capabilities, reduces the overall computational cost, and
improves the overall system performance.
The basic idea of distributed software restructuring
techniques as described in [2] is to select the best alternative structure(s) for a constrained computing environment while reducing the overall resources need. These
structures can be created through; granularity definition
(merging of modules), alternative modules ordering, loop
Copyright © 2009 SciRes

decomposition, or multiple servers support. It has been
shown that performing software restructuring ahead of
the partitioning, allocation and scheduling phases improved the results obtained from these phases and reduced the overall resources cost. Unfortunately this
technique is not applicable for Distributed Object Oriented (DOO) systems.
In DOO systems, a program is organized as a set of
interacting objects, each of which has its own private
state rather than a set of functions that share a global
state. Classes represent abstraction that makes adapting
software easier and thus lower the cost of reuse, maintenance and enhancement. OO paradigm is based on several concepts such as encapsulation, inheritance, polymorphism, and dynamic binding [5,6]. Although these
features contribute to the reusability and extensibility of
systems, they produce complex dependencies among
classes. The most interesting feature of OO approach is
that objects may be distributed and executed either sequentially or in parallel [7]. Distributed objects are one
of the most popular programming paradigms in today’s
computing environments [8,9], naturally extending the
JSEA
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sequential message-passing-oriented paradigm of objects.
Designing a distributed Object Oriented application
depends on how performance-critical the application is.
An important phase is to tune performance by “concretizing” object locations and communication methods [10].
At this stage, it may be necessary to use tools to allow
analysis of the communication patterns among objects in
order to take the right allocation decision.
The principal goal of this research is to develop new
methodology for efficiently restructuring the DOO software to fully exploit the system resources and get better
performance.
This paper is organized as follows: the second section
states the problem definition, including our objective and
assumptions. Section 3 describes the analytical DOOP
model its basic components and how it can be used to
measure the communication cost between different
classes. Section 4 presents the restructuring scheme and
the algorithm used in the first phase and the different
approaches proposed for the second phase of the restructuring process. Then a comparison and analysis of
generated results are included within Section 5. Finally,
Section 6 draws our conclusions.

2. Problem Definition
In this paper, we consider restructuring DOO applications for mapping on a distributed system that consists of
a collection of fully connected homogenous processors
in order to attain better performance. This process is
achieved in two phases illustrated in Figure 1. The first
phase is concerned with identifying clusters of a dense

community of classes within the DOO system. This
helps in decomposing the system into subsystems that
have low coupling and are suitable for distribution. The
inter-class communication is modeled as a class dependency graph. In the second phase, we investigate the
possibilities of grouping the generated clusters and mapping them to the nodes of the distributed system. The
main objective is to propose a group of sub-systems,
each has maximum communication cost among the inner-classes and the communication cost among the subsystems is minimized. Then, the proposed group of
sub-systems is mapped to the available nodes in the distributed system.

3. Distributed Object-Oriented Performance
Model
Performance analysis is a very important phase during
the software development process. It will ensure that the
system satisfies its performance objectives. Performance
analysis will not only evaluate the resources utilization
but also will allow comparing different design alternatives, detecting bottlenecks, maintenance, re-use and
identify the tradeoffs.
Most OO approaches studying the performance of OO
systems are based on either the system measurements
after its development or mapping it to a conventional
performance model and hence no way to preserve the
OO features during the analysis phase.
In [11], the Distributed Object Oriented Performance
(DOOP) model was introduced. The DOOP model analyzes and evaluates the overall time cost considering the

Figure 1. Two-phase process for restructuring DOO software
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where, βs and βn are the message multipliers for EUR and
RR. Let cui be the arrival rate corresponding to object i
data updating.
Since the updating process to an object i occurs due to
processing EUR or RR, Pi1 defined to be the probability
that object i is updated due to EUR, Pi2 is the probability
that object i is modified due to RR. cui can be expressed
as:

cui  Pi1s  Pi 2 n
Hence, the expected communication service time for
each class will be:
tcs 

ms
R

tcn 

mn
R

tui 

mui
R

where tcs, tcn and tui are the expected communication service time for EUR, RR and for update requests from object i. While ms, mn and mui are the expected message
sizes of EUR, RR and of sending object i updating data.
R is the communication channel capacity. Furthermore,
the average communication service time for node (k) will
be:

λcs
λcn
λcu

λs
λn

N

tck  Pcs tcs  Pcn tcn   Pui tui

λr

(2)

i 1

pcs 

Figure 2. The DOOP model node structure

communication overheads while preserving the features,
properties and relationships between objects. According
to the model, each node in a DOO system will be represented as shown in Figure 2.
The performance model consists of two main parts:
the execution server and the communication server. The
execution server represents and evaluates the execution
cost of the software modules that reside on the target
node. The communication server provides the analysis of
the communication activities (including objects updating)
as well as the evaluation of the communication cost.
In our restructuring scheme, we utilize the DOOP
model in the evaluation process of the communication
activities among classes as shown below.
Assume that the overall arrival rate to the communication queue ck is given by:

ck  cs  cn  cu

(1)

where cs, cn and cu represent the communication arrival due to External User Request (EUR), Remote Request (RR), and updating objects’ data on other nodes,
respectively.

cs   s s , cn   n n , cu 
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where Pcs, and Pcn are the probabilities of activating
communication service by the external user requests and
by remote request respectively. Pui is the probability of
sending object i’s data update to other nodes.

4. Restructuring Scheme
Our restructuring scheme starts with using the DOOP
model to map the distribute Object Oriented application
into a Class Dependency Graph (CDG) illustrated in the
following subsection. Then this CDG is restructured using our two-phase methodology. The first phase is based
on a recursive use of a spectral graph bi-partitioning algorithm to identify dense communities of classes. The
second phase is concerned with mapping the generated
partitions to the set of available machines in the target
distributed architecture. We will describe two proposed
approaches: the Cluster Grouping Approach and the
proposed Double K-Clustering Approach. The details of
each phase are described in the following subsections.

4.1 The Class Dependency Graph (CDG)
If we assumed that each individual class is initially allocated to a separate node in the distributed system, then
the above DOOP model can be used as a powerful analyJSEA
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Figure 3. A graph dependency graph for interclass communication
ALGORITHM

GraphCluster(C, Clusters, CIndx)

INPUT:

C = Adjacency matrix (weights matrix).
Clusters = a vector indicating the cluster no.
of each node in the CDG graph.
CIndx = the cluster index representing the
subgraph needed to be bi-partitioned.

OUTPUT:

NewClus = a vector indicating which node in
the graph belongs to.

(1)

Let CurrC be the extracted Adjacency matrix of the graph
indicated by CIndex.

(2)

Partition the CurrC into two subgraphs
Indx =GraphBipart(CurrC)

(3)

Create vector G1 and G2 to hold the indices of the first and
the second subgraphs respectively.

(4)

IF ( NOT WellPartitioned(CurrC, G1) ) OR
( NOT WellPartitioned(CurrC, G2) ) THEN
return Clusters
END IF

(5)

Update NewClus with new portioning in G1 & G2.

(6)

Recursively bipartition the produced subgraphs G1 and G2
NewClus=GraphCluster(C, NewClus, CIndx*10+1)
NewClus =GraphCluster(C, NewClus, CIndx*10+2)

Figure 4. A recursive graph clustering algorithm

tical tool to accurately evaluate the communication activities among classes in a distributed OO system. The
calculated values will be used to generate the Class Dependency Graph (CDG) of the given OO application.
The class dependency graph CDG as shown in Figure 3
is a graph representation for interclass communications.
In CDG, each class is represented as a vertex and an
edge between class A and B represents a communication
activity that exists between these two classes due to either data transfer or classes’ dependency. The weight of
the edge WAB represents the cost of that communication
activity between class (A) and class (B). If no data
communication or relationship dependency has been
recognized between two classes, no edge will connect
them in the CDG.

4.2 First Phase: Clustering System Classes
In this section, we describe a clustering technique that is
considered the first primary phase of the restructuring
Copyright © 2009 SciRes

approach to be proposed in this paper. After applying
this step, the object oriented system is decomposed into
subsystems that have low coupling and are suitable for
distribution. The technique is based on a recursive use of
a spectral graph bi-partitioning algorithm to identify
dense communities of classes. At each recursive call, the
CDG is partitioned into two sub graphs each of which
will be further bi-partitioned as long as the partitioning
results in clusters that are denser than their parents.
Hence, the stopping condition depends on how good the
produced partition is. A sub-graph is considered a WellPartitioned if the summation of the weight of internal
edges (those between the vertices within a sub-graph)
exceeds those of external edges (those between the vertices of the sub-graph and all the other vertices in other
sub-graphs). The iteration stops when at least one of the
produced sub-graphs is badly partitioned (the summation
of the weight of external edges exceeds those of internal
edges). In this case, the bi-partitioning step is considered
JSEA
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obsolete and the algorithm will backtrack to the clusters
generated in the previous step. At the end, the identified
sub-graphs are the suggested clusters of the system. Figure 4 shows a detailed step by step description of the
clustering Algorithm as described in [12].
The mathematical derivation of the spectral factorization algorithm used in our clustering approach was introduced in [13]. It is originally solving the l-bounded
Graph Partitioning (l-GP) problem. However, we have
adapted the solution methodology to fit within our
bi-partitioning approach.

4.3 Second Phase: Mapping Classes to Nodes
In this phase, the restructuring process is accomplished
by mapping the set of DOO application clusters, resulted
from the first phase to the different network nodes in
order to attain better performance. To achieve this goal,
we perform the mapping process taking into consideration our objective of minimizing the effect of class dependency and data communication. It is assumed that the
target distributed system consists of a set of homogeneous processors that are fully connected via a communication network.
The mapping process has two cases. The first case
appears when the number of candidate clusters are less
than or equal to the number of the available nodes. In
this case the mapping process will be done simply by
assigning each cluster to one of the available nodes. The
problem occurs in the second case, when the number of
the generated clusters exceeds the number of available
nodes. This is a more realistic view since there will be
always huge software systems with large number of
classes and limited hardware resources.
In the following subsections, we are going to introduce two different approaches to be used in performing
the grouping and mapping steps of the second phase:
the Cluster Grouping Approach and the Double
K-Clustering Approach. In Section 5, the results would
be compared with the direct K-Partitioning Approach
listed in Figure 4, where the graph is partitioned into a
pre-specified number equals exactly to the number of
nodes in the target distributed system. This is a one step
allocation process that also maintains the criterion of
minimizing inter-cluster communication cost.
4.3.1 The Cluster Grouping Approach:
In this approach, we use the clusters (sub-systems) generated at the first phase as the main candidates for distribution. The technique is based on merging clusters
into groups in a way that keeps the communication costs
among them minimized. As a result a cluster graph is
formed, where the nodes represent clusters and the edges
will capture the possible communication links that may
exist among clusters. Then, the K-Partitioning algorithm
is used to perform cluster grouping such that the number
Copyright © 2009 SciRes
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of the resultant groups is equal to the number of available nodes. The result will be groups of clusters that
have minimal communication costs among them. Finally,
those groups are assigned to the different available nodes
in the distributed environment.
4.3.2 The Double K-Clustering Approach:
The K-Partitioning algorithm can not predict the number
of system modules or clusters as the recursive
Bi-Partitioning algorithm does. Instead, the number of
required clusters must be given as an input parameter
which is the k value. Hence, we will make use of the
advantages provided by both algorithms: the recursive
Bi-Partitioning and the K-Partitioning. So, the first phase
described in Section 3 is considered as a pre-phase to
estimate the number of the existing sub-systems within
the distributed application. However, we will use the
K-Partitioning algorithm twice. In the first time, the
original class dependency graph CDG is clustered according to the number suggested at the pre-phase. In the
second time the K-Partitioning algorithm is used again in
the same way as in the cluster grouping approach illustrated above such that the number of the resultant groups
is equal to the number of available nodes. Then, the resultant clusters are mapped to the available nodes.

5. Simulation and Results
In the section, we provide an analysis of both the clustering and the mapping phases described above. This
illustration is done through a case study which describes
the detailed steps of the two-phase restructuring process
and a set of simulation experiments that were performed
to validate our results.

5.1 Case Study
We have developed a performance-driven restructuring
simulator using Matlab 7.0.4. A Graphical User Interface
(GUI) utility has been implemented to show the system
status after each step while the algorithm proceeds. The
simulator has a friendly user interface that allows the
user to specify the nodes and edges in the systems, and
then it will be able to generate the class dependency
graph (CDG).
We conducted an experiment using an OO system that
consists of 28 classes. The CDG that was generated by
the simulator for this system is given in Figure 5. In this
section we provide a step-by-step description of applying
the proposed restructuring techniques illustrated above.
Furthermore, we are going to analyze and compare the
results in each case. Figure 6 shows the resultant system
clusters generated by the proposed bi-partitioning algorithm after the first phase. We can see that the proposed
first phase algorithm has created 7 clusters each of which
JSEA
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Figure 5. The generated CDG

nodes. First we applied the direct approach that partitioned the original CDG into 4 clusters using the
k-partitioning algorithm. The resultant clusters are depicted in Figure 7. In Figure 8 the Cluster Grouping approach is applied to merge the clusters in Figure 8 generating 4 large clusters. However, applying the Double-K
clustering approach results in a completely different
group of clusters as shown in Figure 9. It started with
generating 7 clusters then they were grouped into 4 clusters. The first one includes {C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7,
C8}, the second one {C9, C10, C11, C12, C13, C14, C15,
C16, C17, C18, C19, C20, C22, C25, C26, C28}, the
third {C21, C23, C24}, and the last one includes only
C27.
Notice that each one of the approaches resulted in a
different grouping option, each of which has a different
communication cost. The Direct Partitioning Approach
results in a communication cost equals to 267 time unit.
While the Cluster Grouping resulted in a cost of 265 time
units, the Double-K produced a grouping of cost 223
time units.

Figure 6. The resultant clusters generated by the restructuring
scheme first phase

Figure 8. Mapping the DOO system to a 4-node environment
using the cluster grouping approach

Figure 7. Mapping the DOO system to a 4-node environment
using the direct partitioning approach

is marked up with a different color and surrounded by an
oval for further highlight.
Now, let us assume that the target distributed environment consists of 4 homogenous nodes that are fully
connected. We need to apply any one of the second
phase approaches to map the classes to the distributed
Copyright © 2009 SciRes

Figure 9. Mapping the DOO system to a 4-node environment
using the double-K approach
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cluster grouping approach and at last comes the
K-Partitioning approach. However, when the number of
generated clusters equals to the number of machines or
nodes, the proposed Double-K Clustering Approach
gives typically the same results as that of the K-Partitioning algorithm. This is a logical finding since in this
case the second clustering step in the Double-K Clustering approach is eliminated reducing the approach to the
original K-Partitioning Algorithm.
In order to confirm the correctness of the proposed
methodologies, we have conducted a number of experiments using various sets of classes and their associated
clusters. These classes were generated randomly and the
results were averaged just like the experiment illustrated
above. Table 1 and Table 2 present the communication
costs computed for each partition generated by the three
approaches when applied on different sets of classes.
Each table represents a simulation evaluation targeting a
distributed system architecture composed of a predetermined number of machines. Figure 11 and Figure 12
show the results when using 4 and 6 machines respectively.
The simulation results came to be consistent with the
results discussed in the case study presented above. That
is, while changing the number of classes as well as the
structure of the underlying distributed architecture, it is
still the same remarks. The proposed two approaches
Cluster Grouping and Double K-Clustering outperform
the Direct Partitioning Approach as long as the number
of nodes is less than the number of generated clusters.

5.2 Numerical Results
We conducted a number of experiments using a set of
DOO applications, whose class dependencies were randomly generated. The generated matrices are assumed to
represent the adjacency matrices of the CDG for the systems under inspection. The Adjacency matrices are generated by Andrew Wathen method proposed in [14]. The
resultant matrices are random, sparse, symmetric, and
positive definite.
In Figure 10, the X-axis represents the number of
nodes in the target distributed environment and the
Y-axis represents the communication cost in units of
time that measured between classes located in different
nodes. The decision of allocating a group of classes to a
specific node is made by one of three algorithms. Two of
them are the algorithms proposed above: the Cluster
Grouping Approach and the Double K Approach. The
third one is the well-known K-Partitioning approach.
Each data point in the comparison chart is an average
of a set of many trials. In each trial, the adjacency matrix
of the CDG is generated randomly having 107 classes.
For each generated random matrix, the Bi-Partitioning
algorithm was used to verify that it will result in exactly
11 clusters, otherwise the matrix is neglected and another
one is generated.
The performance comparison depicted in Figure 10
shows that the Double-K Clustering Approach provides
the best performance over the other algorithms since it
gives the minimum interclass communication cost for
various numbers of nodes (machines). Then comes the

Communication Cost
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3400
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Number of Nodes
DoubeK

Cluster Grouping

K-Partition

Figure 10. Interclass communication cost measured after applying different restructuring approaches
Table 1. Simulation results considering a distributed architecture consisting of four nodes
No. of Classes

No. of Clusters

51
62

Communication Cost
Double K

Cluster grouping

K-Partitioning

6
7

1680
2124

1899
2160

2045
2632

79

9

2097

2185

2600

107

11

2483

3009

3196

153

15

3143

3784

4090
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Figure 11. The simulation result of mapping different DOO systems with different number of classes on four nodes
Table 2. Simulation results considering a distributed architecture consisting of six nodes
No. of Classes

No. of Clusters

51
62

6
7

Double K
2908
3079

Communication Cost
Cluster grouping
K-Partitioning
2911
2908
3204
3453

79

9

3069

3205

3608

107
153

11
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Figure 12. The simulation result of mapping different DOO systems with different number of classes on six nodes
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6. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a restructuring approach for
DOO applications into a distributed system consisting of
a collection of fully connected homogenous processors.
The restructuring process was performed in two phases:
the clustering phase and the mapping phase. The first
phase is based on the theory of spectral graph bi-partitioning, where the Distributed Object Oriented performance model was used efficiently to evaluate the communication costs between different classes. In the second
phase, the identified subsystems were assigned to different machines in the target distributed environment. This
is done through two proposed algorithms: cluster grouping approach and the Double-K Clustering approach. A
Comparison was made between the proposed approaches
and the k-partitioning algorithm. The results showed that
the Double-K Clustering Approach provides the best
performance in terms of minimizing the communication
cost among classes located on different nodes (machines).
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